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Let A and B be commuting n-tuples of operators on a Hilbert space 2, and let 
(L,, RB) be the (2n)-tuple of left and right multiplications induced by A and B on 
U(X). We show that 
and 
ind(L,,R,)=(-l)“ind(A)ind(B), 
whenever A and B are Fredholm. Similar results hold for the restrictions of 
(LA, Rs) to norm ideals in Y(X), giving in particular the spectral picture of 
(A @ I, 10 B) on X’@ .@. A. S. Fainstein, working independently, has announced 
versions of these results for Banach spaces. i 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (A, ,..., A,) and B= (B,,..., B,) be two commuting n-tuples 
of (bounded) operators on a Hilbert space Z, and let L, = (LA,,..., LA.) 
and R, = (R,, ,..., Rsn) be the associated n-tuples of left and right 
multiplications acting on P’(X), the algebra of all operators on SF. 
In this paper we consider the spectral picture of the (2r?)-tuple (L,4, RB). 
* Both authors have been partially supported by NSF grants. 
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We compute the Taylor and Taylor essential spectra of (I!,,, R,); we 
show that if A and B are both Fredholm then so is (L,, Rs), and 
ind(L,, RB) = (- 1)” ind(A). ind(B). Our results also apply to the restric- 
tions of (L,, R,) to norm ideals in P’(X)). In particular, by considering 
(LAl(62’ l<s142), where %Zz is the Hilbert-Schmidt class, we can recover the 
known r:sults describing spectral properties of (A 0 I, Z@ B) [6, 261. Also, 
by appll ing the spectral mapping theorem for polynomials, we obtain as 
corollari:s the known formulas for the spectrum and essential spectrum of 
the elemzntary operator %?(A, B) induced by A and B on P’(2) [S, 9, 10, 
15, 21--23, 31-33, 351. In a similar way we can recover most of the known 
results on the spectral properties of tensor products of Hilbert space 
operators, which have been obtained by several authors [3, 4, 14, 17, 19, 
20, 29, ZO, 34, 36, 37). (At present we do not know whether the index for- 
mula for (L d, Rs) can be used to recover the index formula for &!(A, Bj as 
describe,i in [24].) Our techniques also allow us to describe other joint 
spectra and derive the formulas in [27], for instance, always in the Hilbert 
space cc ntext. 
To describe our results in more detail we need to introduce some ter- 
minology. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A = (A, ,..., A,) be a commuting n-tuple of 
operatol’s on .#“. On n(Z) :=X@o[e] (n[e] is the exterior algebra 
generated by e, = 1, e, ,..., e,) we define D, by D,d(x@<)=x;=, Aix@eir 
(X E X) l E n [e]). We say that A is invertible on 2 if the kernel of D,, 
N(I),), equals the range of D,, R(D,). Since D’, =O, the condition really 
amount.; to N(D,) c R(D,4). This condition is readily seen to be equivalent 
to that given by Taylor in [38] and [39] (cf. [12,43]). The Taylor 
spectrurz of A on 2 is 
G~.( A, X) := {A E C”: A - 1 is not invertible ). 
A is sai 1 to be Fredholm if N(D,)/R(D,) is finite dimensional; the Taylor 
essentia ’ spectrum of A on 2 is then 
a,(A, X) = {A E C”: A - i, is not Fredholm} 
(cf. [7] ). In a similar way one defines the Taylor and Taylor essential spec- 
tra of ( C,4, RB) on Y(Y). 
Our irst result states that 
o,((L,, R,), YP(*o)) = o,(A, S) x aA& x) 
which \,e establish as follows: Assuming that A and B are not invertible we 
construct a (2n)-tuple in Y(Y) which belongs to N(D,,,, RB,) but is not in 
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W (LA,RB,). Our construction relies on the following extension of an 
approximation technique due to Apostol [2]: If B is not invertible, then 
there exists B, approximately unitarily equivalent to B, such that R(DB) is 
not dense in N(DB). We refer to this theorem as the “gap theorem” 
(Theorem 3.5). By widening the gap between R(D,) and N(D,) in this 
way, we can then produce a gap between the range and kernel of DcL,, Rg,. 
A similar argument allows us to show that if A is not Fredholm and B is 
not invertible then (L.,, R,) is not Fredholm. Therefore rrT(A, 2) x 
(TAB, X) c a,(L,, R,). Because of the way the gap is constructed (giving 
a (2n)-tuple of finite rank operators in N(D,,,, RB,)\R(D,L,, Rg,), we also 
obtain 
In [26] it is shown that if A and B are Fredholm, so is (A 0 Z, Z@ B); this 
fact, combined with the above formula and Ceausescu’s and Vasilescu’s 
result ((r7(A 0 Z, Z@ B) = (TT(A) x CJ~( B)) [6], readily gives the expression 
c~r,(A 84 IOB) = Co,(A) x DAB)] u [o,(A) x o,(B)l? 
thus answering the first named author’s question in [ll]. 
When A and B are Fredholm, we define a linear map 
cp: H(A)OH(B*)~N(D,,,,.,,)lR(D,,,..,,), where WA) :=ND,)n 
N(D,*) and H(B*) :=N(D,.)nN(D&). We show that cp is injective and 
surjective, the latter by explicitly exhibiting a right inverse for cp. Thus 
(L,, R,) turns out to be Fredholm; by combining this with our formula 
for o,(L,. R,) we show that 
o,((L,, &I), u(W) 
= [a,(4 2) x GAB, *)I u CgAA, 2) x a,(& *)I. 
(Both the formula for CJ~ and that for e-r, of (L,.,, RB) had been conjectured 
by the first named author in 1981.) Finally, we use the isomorphism cp to 
calculate the index of (LA, Rs) in case A and B are Fredholm. We get 
ind((L,4, R,), P’(S))= (- l)“ind(A, #).ind(B, X), 
in complete agreement with the Kiinneth formula for tensor products 
obtained in [26]. 
Our techniques extend to the case (LA1 #, R,I,), where % is a nonzero 
two-sided norm ideal in Y(X); the formulas there are identical to those in 
the Y(X) case, and extend the spectral results of the second named author 
on restrictions of elementary operators to norm ideals (cf. [19, 21,221). 
More generally, our proofs are similar in spirit to those in [21] and [22], 
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both in the use of Voiculescu’s theorem and in the role played by finite 
rank operators. 
The re;ults in Section 3, obtained in January 1985, were announced by 
the first tiamed author at the Great Plains Operator Theory Seminar, held 
at Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, during May 13-15, 
1985. Thb: contents of Sections 4 and 5, with the exception of Lemma 4.13 
(which was obtained in November 1985), were presented by the first named 
author to the Wabash Extramural Miniconference in Modern Analysis, 
held at Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, during October 19-20, 
1985. Tht: same author then presented the complete version of the results at 
the Annual Meeting of the American Mathematical Society held in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, on January 7, 1986. While we were completing work 
on the rc sults of Sections 4 and 5 we received a paper of Fainstein [ 181, 
where he states the existence of an isomorphism between the Koszul com- 
plex for (L,, R,) and the chain complex Horn constructed from the Koszul 
complexes for A and B. From this fact Fainstein then derives a version of 
Corollar!, 4.2 and Theorem 5.3. The paper contains almost no proofs, so 
we cannc t check the details in the construction of the isomorphism. In any 
event, otir techniques appear to be quite different from those used by 
Fainstein, and should bring additional insight into the structure of 
(T~( (L,, .P,). U(X)). Moreover, since our method is constructive and uses 
finite rank operators built from vectors in N(D,) n N(D,*) and 
N(D,,) r\ N(D$), we can quickly obtain the results on norm ideals, which 
are not rlentioned in Fainstein’s paper. We wish to thank M. Pecuch and 
D. Herrero for providing a translation of Fainstein’s paper, and R. Harte 
for some helpful comments on the topics covered here. 
2. SOME BASIC IDENTITIES 
In this section we establish a number of preliminary facts about boun- 
dary malls for commuting n-tuples. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Z’ be a vector space (resp. a Banach space), let 
Y(Z) bt: the algebra of linear transformations (resp. bounded operators) 
on P’, and let dp(Zt-)gk be the collection of commuting n-tuples of elements 
of Y(Z). We shall write LIC dp(%) if there exists n> 1 such that 
L7E2y2-1;;1,. 
DEFIN TION 2.2. Let ac g(T) and let n[e] = n,[e] be the exterior 
algebra in n generators e, ,..., e,. Set .4(Z) :=%@A[e]. The boundary map 
for a is the map D,: n(T) + A($) given by D, :=x:= i a,@Ei, where 
E,< =ei< is the ,,creation operator” on n[e], satisfying the identities 
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E,E, + EjE, = 0 and EFE, + Ej EF = 6, (all i, j). (We shall always consider 
n[e] as a Hilbert space of dimension 2”; the inner product is given by 
(ei; ‘.. ‘e,,e,; ... .ej,)= 
i 
i 
if {i ,,..., ikj = {j ,,..., j,} 
if (i, , . . . . ik j f {i,,...,i~) 
(l<i,< ... < i, < n, 1 <<j, < ... <j, < n). The adjoint of Ei, ET, is then 
defined by (ET& q) = (5, E,q).) Observe that Df = 0, so that 
R(D,) c N(D,). When R(D,) = N(D,) we shall say that D, is exact. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For n 2 1, we shall let Cisp(n) denote the collection of 
ordered subsets of { l,..., n}, i.e., ZE CY(n) if and only if I= (i, ,..., ik}, where 
l<i,< . .. < i, < n. For in 09(n) we let e, := ei,. . . . . e,,, e4 := e, = 1. An 
orthonormal basis for /ice] is then given by {e,: ZERO}. Each vector 
x E (1(S) admits a unique decomposition x = &e C,Y(n, x,e,. Similarly, a 
map T: A(%) + ,I(5!“) admits a matrix representation T= (T,,,),,,, C.v,nj; 
we shall define T’: n(F) + A(%) by CT’],,,= [r],.,. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For ZECY(~) we shall let 
Z:= (JEPY(~): J&Z and 3: e,eJ= fe,J. 
For JE 1 there exists a unique i ( 1 < i 6 n) such that Ju {i) = Z; we then 
define sgn(Z, J) by the equation eieJ= sgn(Z, J) e,. We also let iJ:= I. 
Observe that eie, = sgn( i.Z, J) e,,. If JE @Y(n) and in J then “is is not 
defined as an element of L”Y(n); we shall nevertheless define e,= 0, 
sgn( iJ, J) = 0 and 6,. I = 0 (all ZE CY(n)). Thus, the equation 
eieJ = sgn( iJ, J) e, 
will hold for all choices of in { I,..., n), and JE OY(n). 
LEMMA 2.5. For i = l,..., n, 
[Ei],../=sgn(iJ, J) hiJ.l (all Z, JE C”Y(n)) 
(6 is Kronecker ‘s delta function). 
Proof, 
CEil,.J = (EjeJ7 e,JACcl =(eie,, e,),t~e3 
= WiJ, J)(e,, e,),,CP1 
=sgn(iJ, J) 6,,. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.6. For ac Y(z), 
LEMMA 2.7. Let a c Y(3), let D, be its boundary map, and let x E A(%). 
Then 
(DA),= 1 sgn(Z, J) a, Go. 
JEi 
Proof: 
= c i a, sgn(iJ, J) 6,,,?c, (by Corollary 2.6) 
J i=l 
= 1 sgn(Z, J) a,, J.yJ. 1 
fEi 
DEFINITION 2.8. For I= {i ,,..., ik) and J= (ji ,..., j,: in CY(n) we shall 
let Z A J denote the set (i,,..., i,,j, +n ,..., j,+n}. Clearly IA JEOY(2n) 
and e, A l=eleJfn, where J + n = ( jI + n,..., j,+ n}. Moreover, the map 
(I, .Z)H 1 A .Z establishes a bijection between t?‘Y(n) x 8Y(n) and OY(2n). 
We shall always think of the exterior algebra AZn in 2n generators as 
having (I A J: Z, JE C”Y(n)J as orthonormal basis. The correspondence 
(I, .I) H 1 A .Z induces by duality a map M: A&Y(z)) -+ Y(A,(X)) given 
by CW31 I../ = Z, n J. M establishes a bijection, with inverse @ given by 
t@(T)), ., ./= [n,,. 
PROPOGITION 2.9. Let a, b c Y(F), let L, and R, be the corresponding 
tuples of left and right multiplications (acting on U(X)), and let D,, D, and 
D := D,,,. Rt,) be the associated boundary maps. For ZE A,,,(Y(%)) we have 
D(Z) = @(D,M(Z) + SM(Z) D;), 
where S: fl(57) + A(Z) is the signature operator S(x) = 
x,(-l)“‘.r,e,(IZI =k ifZ= {i ,,..., ik}). 
Proof. We must show that 
(D(Z)), ,, J= P,WZ)),, + (-f(Z) DX),, 
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for all 1, JE @Y(n). By Lemma 2.7, 
where Ci=L,, if l<i<n and Ci=Rb, if n+l<i<2n. Now, Zr\J= 
(in J)u(ZA~) and sgn(Z~ J, KA J)=sgn(l,K) (KEY), while sgn(lr\ J, 
I A L) = ( - 1 )I” sgn( J, L) (L E J). Therefore, 
(D(Z)), A J = Li sgn(C K) a,,. KZK A J 
+(-1)“’ 1 sgn(J, L)Z,, Lb,.,. 
LEj 
On the other hand, 
[&M(Z)],,J=x [Dnl,.KIM(Z)lK.J 
K 
=; i$ a,CEJ,,KZ~ A J 
= F f, aj sgn(iK K) 6iK.IzK ‘. J 





q i (-1p.z I ,, L bi %Y(& L) B~L.J 
L i=l 
= c (- 1)“’ sgn(J, L) Z, A LbJ, L; 
LEj 
the proof is then complete. 1 
As a way of illustrating the usefulness of this formula we shall prove a 
special version of “spectral permanence” [8]. In any case, the following 
result will be needed in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let 2 be a Hilbert space and let A c U(Y). Then 
a.@, x) = aAL,, 9(x)). 
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Proof: By Proposition 2.9, DJZ) = @(D, M(Z)) for all Z E n,(Y(S)). 
(Althougt. Proposition 2.9 was stated for two tuples A and B of equal sizes, 
the same result holds for arbitrary sizes m and n, as the reader can easily 
verify usitlg the same proof; in particular, one can take m = 0.) Assume that 
A is in-lertible and let ZE N(D,,). Then M(Z)E N(D,), so that 
M(Z)E R:D,). Now, by [12, Lemma 4.3(ii)], the projection of n,(X) 
onto R(D,4) is given by D,(D, + Dll;)-‘, so that 
and there Fore 
(recall that M and @ are inverses of one another). It follows that 
ZER(D~,), namely Z= D,,(@((D, + D,*)-l M(Z))). Conversely, if 
x E N( D, and P is the projection of A,,(%) onto x, then 
D,[Ma Q,(P)] = D,4 P= 0, so that Q(P) E N(D,,4), and therefore 
@(P)ER(D~,~), say @(P)=D,,(Z). Then ~=P~=D,M(Z)~ER(D,), 
showing that N(D,4)=R(D,). 1 
COROLI.ARY 2.11. Let a, D,, 6, D,, D be as before, and assume that % is 
an inner lvoduct space. For x, JJE A,(%“) let x@y~ A,,,(Y(%)) be given by 
(.YOJ’) , ~ J := .u,@g,, where (x,@yJ)(z) := (z, yJ) x,, z E X. Then 
(D(.uOy)), ,, .,= (D,.u),OyJ+ ( - 1 )“‘.Y,@ (Db*y)J. 
(As usual. b* := (6: ,..., b,*).) 
Proof: From Proposition 2.3 (recall that MO@= ZYp(,,.,9,,), 
WOY)), I\ J= (D,M(-~@Y)),.J+ (SM(XOJ) DL1l.J 
+ (- 1)“’ c sgn(.t L)(X,@.Y,) b,. L Lc.i 
= (D,x),OyJ+ (- 1 )“I c sgn(J, L)(x,O bT,LyL) L,j 
= (D,x),OJJ+ (- 1)“’ XI@ (Db*y)J. 1 
LEMMA 2.12. Let x, y E A,(x) and assume that x is an inner product 
space. Th?n M(x@y)(p)= IIy1/2x. 
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Proof 
PROPOSITJON 2.13. Let a, D,, b, D,, D, x, and y be as before. Assume 
that 9” is an inner product space and that x @ y E R(D). say x @,v = D(Z), 
ZE AJU(F)). Then 
Prooj: If X@J = D(Z) then M(xOy) = D, M(Z) + SM(Z) 0:. Now 
apply Lemma 2.12. 1 
3. THE SPECTRUM OF (LA, RB) ON Y(2) 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall assume that A and B are com- 
muting n-tuples of operators on a Hilbert space X. Although it is 
technically convenient to assume that both A and B have the same number 
of components, it is by no means essential. Clearly, if A is an n-tuple and B 
an nz-tuple and, say, m <n. we can add O’s to B and get an n-tuple B; the 
projection property for oT then allows one to get the spectral theory of 
(L,4. RB) from that of (L,, Rg). 
THEOREM 3.1. a,((L,, Rs), 9’(X)) = u,(A, 9) x CJ~(B, 2). 
Remark 3.2. Since the inclusion c is a consequence of the projection 
property for or- and the fact that a,(L,, Y(X))=o,(A, X) ([S], or 
Corollary 2.10), we only need to prove that if A and B are nor invertible 
then (L,*, RB) is not invertible. Our ploy is the following: 
(i) get a vector x E ,1,,(H) such that 
XENDA)\N(D..,): 
(ii) get a nonzero vector YE/~,,(#) such that 
J’EN(D~) 0 R(D,*); 
(iii) use Corollary 2.11 to prove that x 0~ E N(D)); and 
(iv) use Proposition 2.13 to see that x@y$R(D). 
Of the four steps, the one we must resolve is (ii). It will be a consequence of 
the following theorem. First, we need a definition. 
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DEFINI-'ION 3.3. Let A, A’c Y(X). We say that A za A’ (in other 
words, A is approximately unitarily equivalent to 2) if there exists a 
sequence { Uk >F=, of unitary operators on X such that 
iJkAUf :=(UkA,U:,..., U,A,U,*)+d (k+ a). 
It is sraightforward to check that if A 2: o A’ then A’ c Y(X) and 
o,(A, 2: = ..(a, X). Similarly, if d is a C*-algebra and p, and pz are 
two *-representations of d on Hilbert spaces X, and X2, we say that 
p1 zap2 if and only if there exists a sequence { Uk}TCl sY(yX;, X2) of 
isometric isomorphisms uch that 
UkpL(A) U,*=p*(A) for allAEd. 
LEMMA 3.4. (cf. [ 193 or [24] for elementary operators). If A, 2, B, 
BcY(&‘), A 2:,2 and BzuB, then a,(L,,R,)=a,(L,-,Rs) and 
aTAL,, I!,) = aAL,-, RB). 
Proof: Let U and V be unitaries in U(2). For ZEA~,,(Y(X)) let 
UZV* be given by (UZV*), h J = UZ, ~ J V*. Then 
D (L~~~,.,,:~~~.)(Z)=~{(UOI)CDAM(U*ZV)+SM(U*ZV)D~~](V*OI)) 
= U[D (L”,RJU*Zvl v*> 
as a straightforward computation shows. Using this expression and the 
stability ])roperties of exact complexes [40], the result follows. 1 
THEORI~M 3.5 (Gap Theorem). Let A c 9(z) and suppose that 
R(D,) # R(D,) =N(D,). Then there exists 1 =u A such that 
W.a) f ND,-). 
Proof: Let DA be the Laplacian of A, i.e., 0, = 0: D, + DADA* E 
Y(AJA,(X)). Observe that N(O.)=N(D,)nN(D,*), so that R(D,)= 
N(D,4) implies that N( 0 ,4) = (0). Moreover, 0 A is invertible if and only if 
A is inn:rtible [7, 121. We then have that the positive operator El,4 is 
one-to-one but not invertible, and therefore there must exist a noncompact 
projectiol P such that 0, P is compact. Let x: 9(X’)+ 9(.X”) be the 
Calkin rrap and let d be the C*-subalgebra of Y(X) generated by 
W,),..., HA,), 40 and {~(CPII,J)},.JtC.V,,,~. Let P: d -, U(Z) be a 
faithful k-representation of JS’ on a separable Hilbert space X0. By 
Voiculescu’s theorem [44], (p 0 7c) @ id, z u id,. Let A’ = (p 0 n)(A) @ A 
andlet F’=(p,37c)(P)@O. It follows that q ,, P’=(p~n)(O,P)@O=O, so 
that N( Cl A.) # 0. Therefore A’ is unitarily equivalent to A’ c Y(X) such 
that N( Cl,-) # (0). Thus R(Dd) #N(D,-). 
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Remark 3.6. By tensoring p with id,” one can also get 2 =,A such 
that dim(N(D.2) @ R(Dd))= MI. 
We need one more auxiliary fact before we can give the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.7 [13, Lemma 2.51. Let A c Y(2). Then (D,*)* = Da. 
Proof. (D,.)*=(~:I=,A*E,)*=C:=,A,E,*=D:,. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8 [7, Corollary 3.141. Let A c 2Yc%). Then A is inuer- 
tible on 2 if and only $A* is invertible on HF. 
Proof. III A* = D,. + (DA*)* = D,. + D> = (D,:)‘+ D> = II’,. This 
proof is simpler than that in [7]. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
R(D,.)#N(D,.) (by Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.8 and the Gap Theorem). 
Let .YEN(D,)\,R(D~) and O#~EN(D~.) 0 R(D,.). Then D,dx=O, 
D,.y =0 and D&y=0 (or Dky=O, by Lemma 3.7). Form x@y as in 
Corollary 2.11. Then D(x @+v) = 0 (by Corollary 2.11). If x @y = D(Z) for 
some ZE/~JU(H)), then 11y112x=D,4M(Z)(y) (by Proposition2.13), so 
that x E R(D,). a contradiction. Therefore x@y E N(D)\R(D), as desired. 
4. THE FREDHOLM DOMAIN OF (L,,Rg) 
In this section we shall establish the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A, B c Y(X) and assume that neither A nor B is 
invertible on #. Then (L,, RB) is Fredholm on U(X) ifand only jf both A 
and B are Fredholm on X. 
As an easy consequence of this theorem and of Theorem 3.1 we get a for- 
mula for the essential spectrum of (LA, RB). 
COROLLARY 4.2. ore(LA, RB) = [are(A) x o,(B)] u [a,(A) x a,(B)]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A, Bc .9’(z) and assume that A is not Fredholm and 
that B is not invertible. Then (L,d, Rs) is not Fredholm. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4, the Gap Theorem and Lemma 3.7, we can 
assume that there exists 0 # y E N(D,. ) n N(D’,). Since A is not Fredholm, 
there exists a sequence (xk}~=, in N(D,) such that {x~+ R(D,)),“, , is a 
linearly independent set in N(D,)/R( Da). Consider {xk@y};=, . By 
Corollary 2.11, each X,@Y belongs to N(D). We claim that {.x~@J~>~=, is 
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linearly independent over R(D) (and therefore N(D)/R(D) is infinite 
dimensional). Let ~1, ,..., a, E @ and assume that C,“= r ak(xk 0 y) E R(D). 
Then, by Proposition 2.13, C~=,akxk~R(Da), so that aI= ... =a,=O. 
This con pletes the proof. 1 
Using a similar argument, one can prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A, BC Y(X) and assume that A is not invertible 
and that B is not Fredholm. Then (LA, Rs) is not Fredholm. 
Remark 4.5. For the proof of Corollary 4.4 one could also invoke the 
fact that (L,A, R,) and (R,, LB) have isomorphic Koszul complexes (via a 
map tha; “turns around” multiplication in Y(X)). 
The nt xt series of lemmas goes in the direction of proving the “if’ part of 
Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMI. 4.6. Let AC 2’(X) be Fredholm and let H(A) := N(D,)n 
N(D,*) (= N(D,) 0 R(D,d)). Then D, admits the matrix 
D/t= 
0 0 
( > 0 3.4
with reqlect to the decomposition A(Z) = H(A) @ H(A)‘. Moreooer, c?,~ is 
exact (ar an operator on H(A)‘). 
Proof. Since H(A)‘_ N(D,d) and H(A) I R(DA), it is clear that D, has 
the giveu matrix decomposition. We shall see that ir, is exact. Since D’, = 0 
we have 8: =0 and therefore R(a,d) E N(a,). Let XE H(A)’ be such that 
?,A.~=O. Then O@.YEN(D~), so that O@x=y@D,z, for some yeH(A), 
z~A(X)(observethat N(D,d)=H(A)@R(D,)).Then~=Oandx=D,z. 
Clearly we can take z I N(D,), so that ZE H(A)‘. Therefore 
x = s ,4 z : R(S,), as desired. 1 
Rema-k 4.7. (i) Grosu and Vasilescu prove a similar decomposition 
for chai I complexes in [26]. 
(ii) From Lemma 4.6, the operator matrix of D; (= D&) relative to 
A(X)= H(B*)@H(B*)’ is of the form 
0 0 
( > 0 a;. ’ 
where i Ba is exact on H(B * l In the sequel, an arbitrary operator T in ) . 
Y(A(&‘)) will usually be regarded as a map T: H(B*)@(B*)l+ 
H(A)@ H(AjL, and described by a corresponding 2 x2-operator matrix 
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(T&= ,, e.g., T,, = P,(,, Tl H(B*)7 where GA, is the orthogonal projection 
of A(X) onto H(A). 
LEMMA 4.8. Let A and B be Fredholm, H(A) = N(D,)n N(D,*) 
and H(B*) = N(D,*) n N(D&), and let TE U(H(B*), H(A)). Then 
@(T)EN(D), where TCY(A(X)) is gitlen by ~(y@oz)=Ty@O 
(ye H(B*), ZE H(B*)l). 
Proof 
D(@(~))=@(D,M(@(~))+SM(@(~))D;) (by Proposition 2.9) 
= @(D,, F+ STD;) (since A4 c @ = id ) 
=o (by Lemma 4.6 and Remark 4.7). 1 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let A and B be Fredholm. We shall let cp: U( H( B*), 
H(A)) + N(D)/R(D) denote the map given by cp( T) := @( ?;) + R(D). 
Clearly, q is linear; we shall see below that cp is actually a vector space 
isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A and B be Fredholm, and let cp be as in Definition 4.9. 
Then cp is injective. 
Proofi If cp( T) = R(D), i.e., @p(F) E R(D) then 
T= D,M(Z) + SM(Z) D’B 
for some ZE /1(2(X)) (by Proposition 2.9), so that 
T= Pm, D,~M(Z)I,,..,+P,,,,SM(Z)D;,I,,,*,. 
Since H(A) I R(D,) and H(B*) z N(D&), we see that T= 0. 1 
Remark 4.11. One might think that Lemma 4.9 gives a new proof of 
Lemma 4.3 as follows: if N(D)/R(D) is finite dimensional then Y( H( B*), 
H(A)) is finite dimensional, and therefore H( B*) = 0, or H(A) = 0, or dim 
H(B*), dim H(A) < cc. Of course, the problem here is that H(A) is 
isomorphic to N(D,)/R(D,) only when R(D,) is closed; for instance, when 
A is already Fredholm. 
To prove that cp is surjective we shall explicitly exhibit a right inverse II/ 
for cp, namely, given Z+ R(D)E N(D)/R(D), $(Z+ R(D)) := 
P H,a,~(aH,B*). First, we need one more auxiliary lemma. 
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LEMM,, 4.12. Let 4 and X2 be Hilbert spaces, let Ci~5k’(&) (i= 1, 2), 
and let 2’~ 2’(%). Assume that 
(i) C:=O (i= 1, 2); 
(ii) S*=Zand S=S*; 
(iii) SC, + C, S= 0; and 
(iv) Cj is exact, i,e, N( Ci) = R( Ci) (i = 1, 2). 
Then, fov any ME Y(X;, & ) satisfying 
C,M+SMC?=O, (*I 
one can find U E 2(X2, X,) such that 
M=C,CJ+SUC2. 
Proof Write q= R( C;) @ N( C,)’ (i = 1, 2). Equation (*) becomes 
(: ‘d’>(ii;: i::)+(Z:: Z::)(E:: Z::)(:: Z)=(i i). 
By (iv), C: maps N(Ci)’ in a l-to-l fashion onto R(C,); (iii) then implies 
that S2, = 0 and, by (ii), we therefore get St, = Z, S,, = 0, and S:, = I. We 
thus ob:ain the following system of equations 
C; M2, = 0, 
C’,M,z+S,,M,,C;=O, 
Szz M,, C’i = 0, 
from v/hich we derive M2,=0 and Mzz= -(C’,~‘S,,M,,C;. Let 
U,,=CIz=O, Uz,=(C’,-‘M,, and Uzz=(C’,~‘Ml,. Then 
C;Un=M,,, 
C; U>T+S,, U,,C;=Mlz, 
S2: U2, C; = Ml2 
(since S,,(C;))‘= -(C;))‘S,, then SzzUz,C~=S22(C;)~‘M,lC; = 
-(C’,~‘S,,M,,C~=M,,) so that 
C,U+SU,=M. 1 
LEM!~A 4.13. Let A and B be Fredholm, and let cp: Y(H(B*), 
H(A)) + N(D)/R(D) be given by cp( T) = a(T) + R(D). Then cp is surjective. 
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Proqf Let ZE N(D), let (M,(Z)) be the matrix of 
M(Z): H(B*)@H(f?*)L +H(A)@H(A)L, 
and let T= PH,AJM(Z)(,H,B*, (=M,,(Z)). We shall prove that 
cp(T) = Z+R(D), i.e., that Z- @( T)ER(D). By Proposition 2.9, this is 





WAIL M*,(Z) M,,(Z) 1 
can be written as DAM(W) + SM( W) 0; for some WE n(Y(%‘)). Using 
Lemma 4.6 (for both A and B*), Lemma 3.7, and the fact that 
SM( D(Z)) = 0, we get 
S,,dA M,,(Z) = 0, 
S,2d,M,2(Z) + M&z) s;. = 0, 
S22SAMZ,(Z) = 0, 
(*) 
S,,d, M2JZ) + M,,(Z) a;* = 0. 
Since SD,+D,S=O we get S,zd,.,=O=8,dS,, and S,zii,+S,S,,=O; 
since S=S* we also know that ST2=Sz,, and therefore 
NS,,)cWC)nN(~,)= (0) (by exactness). Moreover, S2 = I implies 
that Sf , = I and S:? = I. Thus, ( * ) becomes 
8,. M,,(Z)* = 0, 
a/l hf,,(Z) = 0, (**I 
ii, Mp(Z) + &M?2(Z) a;* = 0. 
By the exactness of a,. and aA, we get I’,, and Vz, such that 
M,,(Z) = V,, 8;. and M,,(Z) = d,d V2, (e.g., R(M,,(Z)) E N(8,) = R(a,) 
so that, by a well-known factorization theorem [16], M,,(Z)= 8, V,,). 
Also, Lemma 4.12 says that we can find V,,EY(H(B*)‘, H(A)‘) such 
that M2J Z) = a, V2? + S,, VI2 88.. Let 
ff(B*) H(B*)L 
W:=@ H(A) ’ 0 
c 
VI2 
WAIL v2, v22 > . 
Then D.., M( W) + SM( W) 0; = M(Z) - p, as desired. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Only if: This follows from Lemma 4.3 and 
Corollar i 4.4. 
!f: This follows from the fact that if A and B are Fredholm then cp maps 
the Iinit :-dimensional space Y(H( B*), H(A)) onto N(D)/R(D) (Lem- 
ma4.13) 1 
5. THE INDEX OF (L,, R,) 
DEFIN.TION 5.1 [7,40,42]. Let 9’ be a Banach space and let a c P’(Z). 
Assume that a is Fredholm in 3, i.e., dim(N(D,)/R(D,) < ,xX. Let Aodd and 
A even denote the collections of odd and even forms in A[e], i.e., Aodd 
(resp. A’“‘“) is generated by {e,: \I) is odd} (resp. {e,: 111 is even}). Let 
D ;**: A’**(T) + ,4”““(Z) be the restriction of D, to the odd forms, and 
define L y in a similar way. Clearly R( Dy”) c N(Dz**) and R(D;**) E 
N(Dy=’ ; moreover, N( Dz**)/R( D”,‘““) and N( Dr”)/R(Dz**) can be 
seen as complementary subspaces of N(D,)/R( 0,). Define ind(a, 3) : = 
dim(N(l)y)/R(D;**) - dim(N(D~dd)/R(D~en). (In the language of [ 11, 
(D z**, II?“) is a “symmetrical pair.“) 
Rema:k 5.2. Let 3 and a be as before. If 
where A’ is generated by {e,: 111 = i), then 
ind(a, X) = f ( - l)i dim #(a, ZY). 
i=O 
When 3” is a Hilbert space or a C*-algebra, H’(a, 3) is isomorphic to 
N(D,, ,i,,,) n N(D&,i,,J, so that in this case 
Wa, W = ind((D, + &)I ,even,r,) 
(cf. [7, :{I). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A and B be Fredholm on X. Then 
ind((L,d, Rs), Y(X))= (- 1)” ind(A, X)ind(B, H). 
Prooj: We already know that cp: Y(H(B*), H(A)) z N(D)/R(D). If 
we identify H(A)@H(B*) with Y(H(B*),H(A)) via the map 
x0 y +- M(x 0~) (see Corollary 2.11; we are using @ with two different 
meanin,:s, but this will cause little confusion), then cp “maps” 
H’(A)@) HJ( B*) into Hi+j((LA, RB)), and therefore cp sends the whole 
direct sum @2,=, [H’(A)@H’(B*)] into H’((L,, R,)). Since 
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H(A)OH(B*)= @,=o(@i+j=, [H’(A)@Hj(B*)]) and cp is onto, we see 
that cp: @i+j=, [H’(A)@H’(B*)] zH’((L,. RB)). Therefore, 
dim H’((L,, R,))= c (dim H’(A))(dim H(B*)), 
i+j=l 
from which it follows that 
ind((L,d, R,)) = ind(A) ind(B*). 
Since ind(B*) = ( - l)“ind(B) [7,40], we have 
ind((L,, I?,)) = (- 1)” ind(A) ind(B). 1 
6. APPLICATIONS 
We shall briefly indicate here some of the consequences of the results 
in Sections 3-5. First, we show how these results yield new proofs of the 
spectral properties of elementary operators. 
COROLLARY 6.1 [9, 10,241. Let A, Bc U(X) and let 9 = L, o R, := 
S?(A, B) be the elementary operator induced by A and B, i.e., 
S’(X) := I;=, A,XB, (XE Y(2)). Then 
a(2) = o,(A, X) 3aT(B, .YP) 
and 
a,(W)= Ca,(A, -Il”baAB, %)I u [a,(4 X);a,(B, X)1, 
where 
Proof Use Theorem 3.1, Corollary 4.2 and the spectral mapping 
theorem [39] with p(z, W)=ZOW (2, WE@“). 1 
The following result appears to be new. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A c U(X). Then 
aTALA, Y(Z)) = aAA, 2). 
ProoJ Let B= (O,..., 0). Then 
ad(L,, R,), Y(2)) = adA, X) x { (0, O,..., 0)). 
Now project onto the A-coordinate. 1 
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Let f be a nonzero two-sided symmetric norm ideal in .5?(X) with 
norm )II.II/. For A and B in Y(X), L,I,:#-+y and R,I.:y+$ are 
bounded operators on (2, I\( .\I1 ) [25]. For A, B c Y(X) we next describe 
the spectral properties of (L,J $, R,I / ). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A, B c 2’(X), let 3 be a nonzero two-sided sym- 
metric norm ideal in Y(Z). Then 
(i) aT((L,lg, RBI,f), f)=o,(A, X)xa,(B, 2); 
(ii) aTe((L.41,, bl.), $1 = CadA, *I x o.(B, z)l u 
[a,(4 W x a,(& W; 
(iii) Zf A and B are Fredholm on 2, so is (LAlfr R,I,) on f and 
ind( ( L,d I /, R,I * ), f ) = ( - 1)” ind(A, X). ind( B, 2). 
Proof. This amounts to redoing the proofs for % = Y(X) in this con- 
text. Tht, key fact is that we used the (2n)-tuples .u@y both in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 and in the construction of the map cp. Clearly ~0 y may be 
regardec as an element of A,,,(y). Further, it is not difficult to verify that 
the spectral properties of (L,I d, R,I #) are stable under approximate 
unitary equivalence in the coordinates A and B (cf. Lemma 3.4). For the 
inclusiott 
we cannot use spectral permanence (o,(L,, U(X)) = cr,(A, X)); however, 
this incl.rsion follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let A c U(X) and let f be a nonzero two-sided norm ideal 
in U(X). Then G~(L~~I~, 3)&o&A, 3y). 
Proq/: Assume A is invertible on 31c. Then R, := D,d + 0,; is invertible 
on A(;?) [7, 12,411 and PN,Dr,= D,4R,;’ [12, Sect.41. Therefore, if 
CEA(A.) and D,,l,(C)=O, we get DAC=O, or C=D.R,‘C. Thus, 
C = D, ,( I (R, ’ C), showing that L, I / is invertible on f. \ 
CORC LLARY 6.6. Let A c Y(X) and let j be a nonzero two-sided norm 
ideal in Y(X). Then 
Proq’: Imitate the argument in Corollary 6.3. 1 
By slbecializing to the Hilbert-Schmidt class V& we recover the results in 
[6] anll [26], and, in addition, we get a formula for the essential spectrum 
of (A 61 I, I@ B). 
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COROLLARY 6.7. Let A, Bc Y(X). Then 
(i) a,((AOZ,Z~BB),~O~)=a,(A,~)xa,(B,~) (C61); 
(ii) a,((A 0 1, Z 0 B), 2 0 W = [a,,(4 2) x a,(& =@)I 
Co,M X)x a,(& WI; 
(iii) Zf A and B are Fredholm on X then (A @ Z, Z@ B) is Fredholm on 
X”oX and 
ind(A@Z, Z@ B) = ind(A). ind(B) WI. 
Proof: Recall that Wz is canonically isomorphic to s$? 0 I?’ (,x” is the 
Hilbert space “opposite” to %), and that the isomorphism takes LAIIl., to 
AOZ and Rslwl to Z@ B*‘. m 
Remark 68. Formula (ii) of Corollary 6.7 was known for doubly com- 
muting n-tuples A and B [ 10, Remark 3.19(c)]. 
By applying Theorem 6.4 and the spectral mapping theorem, we can 
recover the spectral properties of S’l/. 
COROLLARY 6.9 [23]. Let A, Bc U(z), let f be a nonzero two-sided 
norm ideal in Y(z), and let 9 be the elementar), operator induced by A and 
B. Then 
(i) o(aI,=o(~)==~(A)o~T(B); 
(ii) o,(WIf)=~,(d)= Ca,(Abo,(B)l u Ca,(A)~a,(B)l. 
We can also derive results on other joint spectra for (L,, RR). As an 
example, consider the following result of R. Harte. 
COROLLARY 6.10 ([27]; see [28] for a description and basic properties 
of the Harte spectrum). The Harte spectrum of (L,, R,) is given by 
CJH((LA~ &A u(*)) = Co,(A) x ~,(@I ” Car(A) xa,(B)1 
Proof: A close look at our proof of the Gap Theorem reveals that if A 
is not left invertible and B is not right invertible, then there exists 
(2, B) %rr (A, B) such that D$ is not one-to-one and R(D”,- ‘) is not dense 
in 2, so that we can find a nonzero vector )’ orthogonal to R(D;- I), 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition y E N(D$). 
Let x be a nonzero vector in ZV(Dj); it then follows, by an application of 
Proposition 2.9, that the tensor .U@J belongs to N(D’), so that (L,, Rs) 
cannot be left invertible. A similar proof works in the case that A is not 
right invertible and B is not left invertible. For the inclusion c one uses 
the projection property for the Harte spectrum together with the fact that 
a,(R,, =W=@))=a,(B) and gALA, YP(y))=c,(A). I 
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Remar,; 6.11. The knowledge of the spectral picture of (L,, RB) allows 
one to describe the spectral properties of elementary operators with values 
in L?(%)~, k>, 1. For instance, if A”‘,..., A@‘, II”‘,..., B’P’cP’(X) and 
8 := (9, . . . . BP), where %$ = 9(Atk’, Bck)) is the ordinary elementary 
operator induced by the tuples A’kJ and Btk’ (see Corollary 6.1), and if 
A]&’ A:.” q = A)“Aik’ and Bik)f?j’) = Bj’)Bik) for all i,j, k, 1, then one can easily 
calculate the spectral picture of 9 by using our results for (LA, Rs), where 
A=(A”‘. .., AtP’) and B=(B”’ ,..., P)). In particular, one can give criteria 
for the existence of solutions of systems like the following: 
2,(X) = a-‘,,..., A?& X) = C,, where C, ,..., C, are the data and A’ is the 
unknowr . For example, if R,(X)=A,X-XB,, k= l,..., p, A= 
(A ,,..., A,)cA?(H), B=(B ,,..., B,)c9(X), and if a,(A,#)n 
aT.( B, A? I = 4, then for every C, ,..., Cp~ Y(2) there exists a unique 
solution YE S!‘(X) to the equations gI(X) = C, ,..., 9&X) = C, if and only 
if the C, ‘s satisfy the equations AkCj - CjBk = A/C, - C, Bi for all j, k. 
(This res llt appears in [ 13, Theorem 2.41, where a multivariable version of 
Rosenbh m’s Corollary is presented.) 
Note ad,Cd it1 pro~$ We have recently received the manuscript “Tensor Products and 
Elementar) Operators.” by Jiirg Eschmeier. in which he extends Theorem 3.1, Corollary 4.2 
and Theon:m 5.3 to general Banach spaces, using methods from the theory of dual pairings. 
Eschmeier’ techniques also apply to the operator ideal case. 
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